
Present Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I _____________ my traps together now.1. (get)'m getting

When a drowning person ____________________, but yet seems likely to
do so when approached, the best method of rescue is to swim straight up,
turn him on his back, and then place the hands on either side of his face.

2.

(not/struggle)

is not struggling

_______________________ about, Henry Thomas?3. (what/you/talk/?)What are you talking

I __________________ of the things they are expected to know-hunting,
rat catching, and so on; I mean the things they are not expected to know.
4.

(not/speak)

am not speaking

She ____________ for you, Sally.5. (ask)'s asking

I _________________ a smugglers' cave story.6. (not/write)am not writing

Believe me, I _____________ the truth.7. (tell)am telling

Cannot you see how I _______________?8. (suffer)am suffering

I really think their tone _______________.9. (improve)is improving

I like to catch them while they _____________.10. (fly)are flying

The few people who know about the attack on your father are so
convinced and satisfied that I am the one who did it that they
_________________ any further.

11.

(not/look)aren't looking

He _______________ to Persia next month.12. (go out)'s going out

She _____________ for you to charm her, and if you play she will come
closer to the earth.
13.

(wait)
is waiting

Tell me what they ______________ about now.14. (talk)are talking

I ______________________, the way Steve was.15. (not/run away)'m not running away
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They ______________ away from the side now.16. (pull)'re pulling

It was very nice and peaceful outside; Anne is really very jolly when you
get her alone and she _________________ of some book or other she
_____________, and we quite enjoyed the little walk.

17.

(not/think) (read)
isn't thinking

's reading

I am going to make up a chain of evidence in this case, although I
_______________ all over those outside circumstances, because every
circumstance which is proved in the case is not necessary for a conviction;
mark that.

18.

(not/go)

am not going

You _______________ that way with hasty steps.19. (march)are marching

Pain and particular pleasing pleasure and more than particular plain
explaining weather all this is more than told and a past violin
___________________.

20.

(not/remain)is not remaining
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